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Abstract 
In this paper, we prove that almost all members of a certain natural class of n-input, n-output 
Boolean sums of cardinal@ 2” have monotone circuit complexity n2/20((~og’ogn~Z). As a corollary, 
it is shown that there is a linear space computable Boolean sum whose monotone complexity is 
n*/20((10g lo&). Th e main combinatorial achievement in the paper is as follows. For a subset D 
of [nl, ’ denote by s(D) the largest integer k such that 34,BIIAII = IlBll = k&A + B C D. We 
prove that s(D) = 2 o((‘“g10gn)2) for almost all D. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we discuss the size, i.e., the number of gates, of a (monotone) Boolean 
circuit computing a given Boolean fi.mction f. By “(monotone) circuit complexity 
of f”, we mean the smallest number of gates necessary to compute f. By Shannon’s 
counting argument (see, e.g., [5, Section 2.2]), for any class 9 of Boolean fnnctions, 
we can show that the circuit complexity of almost all fknctions in 9 is at least 
Q(log llSj/ /loglog 119/l), where IIF”)) is the number of fknctions in .%. Notice that 
the result holds for classes of functions with multiple outputs. Thus, for the class 
9, of Boolean sums f of the form f (x1,. . ,x,,) = (~1,. . , y,), where yi = VjED Xj 
for some Di c[n], we have that the circuit complexity of almost all functions in &,, 
is fi(n2/ logn), because 9, contains 2”2 functions. The purpose of this paper is to 
present a smaller class of Boolean sums for which we can prove a similar lower 
bound for monotone circuit complexity. 
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We consider cyclic Boolean sums. For a given DG[n], a cyclic Boolean sum f~ is 
defined by f~(xl,...,x~) = (yl,...,~,), where yi = Vj,-o,xj and Di={(j - i)modn : 
j E D}. Let Y%‘,, be the class of cyclic Boolean sums of n variables. Then clearly, 
IIsP%?n 11 = 2”. On the other hand, we prove that almost all functions in Y%‘,, have 
monotone circuit complexity of n2/20((ios’ogn)2). 
Explicit constructions of “hard” Boolean sums have been well investigated (see, 
e.g., [3, Section VI.21 and [8, Section 6.61). Particularly, Andreev [2] constructed a 
Boolean sum whose monotone circuit complexity is n2/20((‘osn)Y3(‘os’osn)“‘), which is 
less than n2/20((‘os’osn)2). A n dr eev’s Boolean sum is completely explicit, i.e., O(logn) 
space computable. On the other hand, it requires O(n) space to pick a function from 
ygn with n2/2o((l%l’% n)*) monotone circuit complexity. 
Now, let us turn to consider a combinatorial problem on the additive structure of 
finite sequences. For DC [n], let us denote by s(D) the largest integer k such that 
A+B = {(a+b)modn:aEA,bEB} C D for some k element subsets A,B C [n]. 
In fact, the lower bound problem for 9’qn is reduced to the following combinatorial 
problem: find a good upper bound of k = k(n) such that the following holds: “Suppose 
D is picked at random from the uniform distribution on the subsets of [n]. Then, 
lim, l’~[s(D) > k] = 0 when 12 + co.” Intuitively, the problem may be phrased as 
follows: “How large additive structures can a random set D contain?’ The following 
theorem is the main technical achievement of the paper. 
Theorem 1.1. For some constant c > 0, k(n)=2c(‘og10gn)2 gives lim, PD[s(D> > kl=O. 
Roughly speaking, the proof goes as follows (see Section 3 for details). Let k be 
a certain large number, and A,B be k element subsets in [n]. We want to show that 
PD[A + B G D] is small. The matter is rather easy in the case that the expanding 
ratio [(A + Bll/k is sufficiently large. In the other case, we develop a sieve method to 
systematically obtain a large subset of distinct sums in A + B (for distinct sums, see, 
e.g., [l, Section 4.61). 
Theorem 1.1 directly gives the monotone lower bound for YV,, by following the 
proof technique established in [6,7]. Note that any Boolean sum f can be associ- 
ated with a bipartite graph G(f) that has vertices xl,. . . ,xn,yl,. . . ,yn, and has an 
edge (xi, yj) if and only if the ith input xi appears in the Boolean sum for the jth 
output yj. We make use of the following fact, which is easily derived from 
[7, Lemma 41. 
Lemma 1.2. For any n and any k = k(n), and for any D c[n], a cyclic Boolean 
sum fo has monotone complexity s2(n2/k3) if G(~D) is &k free, i.e., G(~D) does not 
contain a Kk,k as a subgraph. 
Then s(D) is related to the monotone complexity of f D in the following way. 
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Lemma 1.3. For any n and k E [n], 
PD[G(fD) is Kk,k free] = 1 - p&(D) 2 kl. 
Now the following result follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3. 
Theorem 1.4. For some constant c > 0, the probability that a randomly chosen 
Boolean sum in YV, has monotone circuit complexity larger than n2/2c@‘g’ogn)2 be- 
comes 1 asymptotically. 
Therefore, we can claim that almost all cyclic Boolean sums have n2/20((‘os10sn)2) 
monotone circuit complexity. Note also that we can define a sequence of cyclic Boolean 
sums with the same lower bound, which requires at most O(n) working space to be 
computed by a Turing machine. 
The construction of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a sieve 
method used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 3, we give proofs of Theorem 1 .l 
and Lemma 1.3. 
2. Sieve method 
In this section, we present a sieve method used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 
us first prepare some notations. We fix a positive integer n. A set C of integers is 
said to have distinct sums if all CXEX x of X c C are mutually distinct. For a set 
of pairs M, $rst(M) (and, similarly, second(M)) denotes the set of the first (resp., 
second) component of elements in M. 
We present a procedure, which is given an input instance N & [n], and extracts 
integers Ii, 12, .. . by an iteration of pigeon hole arguments, such that the Z’s form a set 
with distinct sums. 
Procedure SM 
Input N 
Let i> 1 andNt=N. 
while =llNJl > 1 
Let Mi be one of the largest sets satisfying the following for some 1: 
(i)MC{(~,y):x,yEN~&x<y&y-x=1}. 
(ii) first(M) n second(M) = 0. 
Let li be the witness of Mi satisfying (i). 
Let i = i + 1 and Ni+i =jrst(Mi). 
endwhile 
Let r = i. 
output N1,..., N, and l~,...,l~-~ 
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Claim 1. (l)N=Ni > N2 > ... > N, # 0. 
(2) For any K & {ll,...,Zr-~}, there are XEN, and YEN such that CIEK1 = 
y - x. 
(3) The set C = {ii,. . . ,1,-l} has distinct sums. 
Proof. Assertion (1) is immediate from the definition of SM. Assertion (2) is easily 
proved by a simple telescoping argument. Let us explain it for K with two elements, 
say Zi and Zi/ with i > i’. Let x be any element in N, C Ni+r = Jirst(Mi). Since 
secdnd(Mi) C Ni C Nir+i, we have li = z - x for some z E Nil+, . Similarly, li, = y - z 
for some y EN. Thus, li + Zi, = y - x, as required. 
Let us turn to prove assertion (3). Suppose that (3) does not hold. That is, there 
exist some nonempty disjoint subsets K and K’ of C such that x,EK 1 = CIEK, 1. 
Let li and lit be the elements of K and K’ with the smallest index. We may assume 
that i > i’. Then, from the choice of M’S, we also have seCond(Mi)nsecond(h/ii/) = 0, 
because second(Mi) &Jirst(Mi,) and Jirst(Mi,) n second(Mij) = 0. On the other hand, 
for any y EN,, we have y + CIEK I E second(Mi), and y + XI,--, I E second(Mit ). 
That is, second(Mi) and second(Mit ) share some element. A contradiction. 0 
SM would produce a long sequence if llNi 11 d ecreases slowly. The following inequal- 
ity estimates the decreasing ratio, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Claim 2. 
[INi+ II2 (“T”) / ~~II{Ix-YI :x,YENi}ll. 
Proof. The inequality is immediate from a pigeon hole argument, if the following 
assertion is proved: for any set M of pairs with no diagonal element (x,x), there is 
M’ CM such that llM’[l > llM11/4 and Jirst(M’) n second(M) = 8. 
It is proved as follows. Let U = jirst(M) U second(M), and consider a coloring 
p : U -+ {red, blue}. S uppose that p is chosen randomly from the uniform distribution. 
Then, for any distinct x, y E U, PP[p(x) = red & p(y) = blue] = l/4. Now, define 
M(p) = {(x, y) EM : p(x) = red & p(y) = blue}. Then, E,[IIM(p)lll > llM11/4, im- 
plying that there is some ps such that M’ = M(po) has at least llMll/4 elements, and, 
clearly, Jir.st(M’) n second(W) = 0, as required. 0 
3. Proofs 
Here we state proofs for Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Consider any D< [n] and any k E [n], and we characterize the 
property that G(~D) has a Kk,k as a subgraph. Note that for any p and q in [n], there 
exists an edge between xP and y4 in G(fo) if and only if p E D, (= { t’j - q) mod n : 
j E D}) if and only if (p + q)mod n ED. Hence, G(fo) has a Kk,k as a subgraph if 
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and only if there exist A and B 2 [n] such that ]]A]] = IJB(I = k and A+ BGD. The 
lemma follows from this relation. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For any E > 0, let k(n)= [(logn)(l+E)‘OslOs”l. We prove the the- 
orem for this k; that is, we show lim, Po[s(D) b k] = 0. We restate this 
goal in the following way. Define .& = {A + B : A,B E [n] & [[All = llB[l = k}, and 
&As, = {Xc [n] : X > Y for some Y E JK,}, called the (upper) shadow of JV~ (see, 
e.g., [4, Section 51). Then, s(D) 3 k if and only if D E ax,, hence lim, Po[ s(D) 2 k ] 
= 0 if and only if lim, Po[ DE a_& ] = 0. 
For this technical goal, we show that each a.,&$ is covered by a small number of 
small shadows. More precisely, aJlr, is covered by O(log log n) number of &Ps such 
that PD[D E aF] < l/n for each 89. 
Here, we consider a sufficiently large n, fix it, and work on the residue num- 
bers mod n. Let us prepare some notation. For A C [n] and 1 E [n], let ([;I) = {X c[n] : 
llXl[ = I}, I - A = {Z- x:x~A}, dz#(A) = {Ix--y1 :x,y~A}, and sum(A) = 
CL x : X CA}. For covering JV = &, we introduce the following three types 
of families: 
d={NEJV”: l]N[[ >t). 
9qu,zl)= I-diff(N): ZE[rz]&NE 
{ 
(‘;I) & Ilafw)II b u} . 
%?== I-sum(C):lE[n]&CE ,‘“I1 ( > & C has distinct sums . I 
The intuition behind the choice of the above families is as follows. In order to ensure 
Po[D E aF] < l/n for each family, we must have t > k, v >> ZJ and r > 1. 
Thus, dd cannot contain NE J+‘” if, e.g., ]lNll = O(k). For such N, we apply the 
procedure SM in Section 2 (for some Ni C N), obtaining sequences Ni, . . . , N, and the 
set C E (,[lf’i) with distinct sums. Ni is shown to be a witness of N E &B(ui,vi) (for 
some ui,Ui) if IIdisf(N~)Ij 2 Q. Otherwise, e.g., I]dzfl(Ni)l] = O(llNil]) for all Ni, then, 
using Claim 2, Y is shown to be large enough to ensure Po[D E a%?] < l/n. 
A more precise analysis follows. Fix any 6 with 0 < 6 < E, and let Y = ]( 1 + 
S) log log nJ. We choose suitable natural numbers for parameters t, q,. . , ur, and 
VI,...,Vr, and define families &,9#n(ui,ui),. . .~&,(u,,v,), and V explicitly, so that 
(Cl) shadows of these families cover JV; that is, 
(C2) Po[D E a.F] < l/n for each family 9. 
Clearly, (Cl) implies that 
Then it immediately follows from (C2) that lim, Po[ D E aM ] = lim, O(loglogn/n) 
= 0. 
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Both (Cl) and (C2) are shown to be satisfied if all of the following inequalities 
hold: for any i with 1 6 i < r, 
(1) n2k/2t < l/n, (2) nU’+‘/2”’ < l/n, (3) n’/22r-1 < l/n, 
(4) ~1 G k2/t, (5) ui+i < Ui(Ui - 1)/8~,, and (6) ur > logn. 
It is easy to check that the following choice of parameter satisfies all of the above 
inequalities (for sufficiently large n). 
t = LlOklognj ,Ui = [k/(lOlogn)‘l , and vi = [Ui_i/‘9]. 
Requirement (C2) is now immediate from the construction of the families and some 
of the inequalities above. For example, for the family &‘, we have Po[D E a&‘] 6 
c A,~E([;l)pDIA +BcD 1 IIA +BlI > t] 6 n 2k/2t, so by (l), d l/n. Similarly, (C2) 
for $?(Ui,vL) and for V are immediate from (2) and (3), respectively. 
Next we consider (Cl ). Notice that (Cl) is equivalent to the relation formed by 
replacing ~JV with JV. Let N E Jf be given, and fix it in the following discussion. It 
is sufficient to show that N E aV under the following assumption: 
In other words, we show some C E (,‘!I,) ( an some 1) such that C has distinct d 
sums and I - sum(C) C N. Note that E,. implies any Ei with i = 1,. . . , r (where Ei is 
defined in the same way as E,). For constructing such C, we adopt the procedure SM in 
Section 2. Note that Claim 1 still holds even if we modify SM such that Ni+i is a subset 
of jirst(A4i) instead of Ni+l = jrst(Mi). In the following stages, we suppose Ei, and 
show by induction on i that a modified SM produces Ni with the following properties 
(for some I E [n]): 
(7) IINiII = ui, (8) IIdifs(~)Il < Vi, and (9) I - disf(Ni) & N. 
In this way, SM outputs the desired set C = { 11, . . ..&_I}. 
We present a more precise analysis in the following stages. 
Suppose El : The goal of this stage is to define Ni C [n] and 1 E [n] with the properties 
(7)-(9) for i = 1. Ni is used as an input instance of SM. 
Since N E JV, N = A +B for some A,B E (‘;I), and since N e&z!, [INIl < t. Hence, 
a pigeon hole argument gives some 1 E [n] such that the following set contains more 
than k2/t elements: A4 = {(x,~) :x~A&y~B&x+y=l}. We fix 1, anduse it in 
the following stages. Define Ni to be any subset of $rst(M) with ~1 (< k2/t by (4)) 
elements. It follows from the construction that 
&YEW [I- IX-YIENI, 
implying (9). On the other hand, (8) is immediate from (9) and the assumption that 
N @@(ui,ni ). 
Suppose Ei+l (1 < i < r): The goal of this stage is to show that SM may produce 
Ni+l C Ni with the properties (7)-(9) for i = i + 1. 
Here, we may assume, by the induction hypotheses, that SM has produced Ni c[n] 
satisfying (7)+9). Inequality (6) says llNi]l = Ui > U, > log II > 1, hence SM executes 
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its while loop one more time, and produces N;+, _ C Ni whose size is greater than Ui+ 1 
by virtue of Claim 2 and (5). Define Ni+l to be a subset of N/+l with Ui+l elements. 
We may assume without loss of generality that SM produces this Ni+l at the current 
iteration. Then, 1 - disf(Ni+t) C 1 - disf(Ni) c N, implying IIdifs(Ni+l)ll < Ui+l by 
the assumption that N @aB( Ui+t 2 Ui+l ). 
Suppose E, : The goal of this stage is to show that NE 867. 
We have already shown that SM for the input Nt has produced It,. . . , I,_, . Define 
c= {I,,..., 1,-l}. Notice that C has distinct sums by Claim 1. Also from Claim 1, 
sum(C) C dz#(N, ), and, thus, 1 - sum(C) C N, implying N E 88. 0 
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